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BOOKS BY GENRE 

NOVELS: 

 The Fine Art of Pretending 

 Mengele's Girl  

 Girl with Mask  

FICTION: 

 Irena's Children 

 Those who Failed 

POETRY: 

 Song of Myself 

FANTASTIC LITERATURE: 

 Fire 

EDUCATIONAL LITERATURE: 

 I Want to Be Calm 

BIOGRAPHY: 

 The Reason to Break My Silence 

DIARY: 

 Each Year Has Its Own Story 

QUOTATIONS: 

 I'm an Idealist 

 Fragments of the Woman                   

 

 

 



ABOUT US 
HI! We are a bookstore. We love all kinds of books. Our bookstore can be 

visited during our opening hours or you can order selected books via our 

website. 

        

 

 

   

       

 

 

ADDRESS:  Business Academy 

                      Jesenského 259/6 

                      017 44 Považská Bystrica  

                     Slovakia 

E-mail:  mghm.books@gmail.com  

 Phone: 00421 42 432 3863  

Henrieta Friščáková 

DIRECTOR 

Janka Martinková 

SALES MANAGER 

Petra Gabrišová 

ASSISTANT OF DIRECTOR 

Lenka Mešová 

SALES MANAGER 

mailto:mghm.books@gmail.com


Contractual conditions 

 Contractual conditions according to business code valid in 

the Slovak Republic. 

 Seller’s obligations: 
 The seller confirms the order by phone. 

 The seller sends the delivery note. 

 The seller sends  an invoice immediately after sending the 

goods which is cost data. The invoice will contain the terms 

of payments. 

 If the buyer does not pay in time, the seller has the right to 

claim a penalty of 0,05  for each day of a delay. 

 Buyer’s obligations: 
 The buyer (customer) sends the seller the order. 

 The buyer is obliged to pay by electronic form by crediting 

seller’s account. 

 Special discount: 
 Discounts are available for large orders. More detailed 

information will be sent to you on the receipt of the order. 

 We are looking forward to our future co-operation. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Fine Art of Pretending 

(Rachel Harris) 

 According to the guys at Faifield Academy, there are two types of 

girls: the kind you hook up with, and the kind you’re friends with. 

Seventeen-year-old Alyssa Reed is the second type. And she hates it. 

 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 130x200mm 

SUITABLE FOR 14+ 

PAGES 256 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 420g 

PUB YEAR 2015 

PUBLISHER CooBoo 

9,99

€ 



Mengele’s Girl 

(Viola Stern Fischerová, Veronika Homolová Tóthová) 

 The woman who survived Mengele's attempts, four concentration 

camps and finally she ran away. The terrible time has created many 

stories, stories of courage, boldness, kindness and sacrifice, but also 

of malice, subversion and mock humiliation of other human beings. 

However, the story of Viola Fischer is exceptional. She, besides 

surviving the hell of death caps and found herself in a risky escape, 

has done something else. Thanks to her, they caught the brutal war 

criminal from Birkenau.   

 

 

 

 

PAGES 386 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 420 g 

PUB YEAR 2016 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 136x205mm 
 

  

10,97

€ 



Girl with Mask 
 A girl with a mask is a story of a young girl about getting to know herself. 

The fact the mask that Mima wears kills her and that the reflection she 

sees in the mirror every morning is not her... 

 

 

 

PAGES 224 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 360g 

PUB YEAR 2014 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 138x207mm 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Price 

8,90€ 



Irena’s Children 

 A gripping story about Irene Sendler - heroine, who became the female 

version of  Oskar Schindler and rescued from death and deportation 

2500 children from nazi-occupied Poland. In 1942, receives the young 

social worker Irena... 

 
 

 

PAGES 352 

PUB YEAR 2017 

PUBLISHER Motýľ 

 

  

13, 90 

€ 



Those Who Failed 
 The  reality TV star is found murdered in an abandoned school 

building, shot in the head with a bolt gun. Tied to a classroom chari, 

he’s been positioned facing a corner of the room with a dunce cap on 

his head. A several pages long exam paper has been nailed to the back 

of the chair. Judging by the number of wrong answers, the victim 

failed the most important test of his life.  

In Those Who Failed, the fifth book in Hjorth and Rosenfeldt’s 

internationally bestselling series about Sebastian Bergman, Sebastian 

and his team are faced with a complex and devious serial killer that 

will threaten the very existence of the team. 

 
 

 

 

PAGES 400 

PUB YEAR 2017 

PUBLISHER Ikar 

 

14,90 

€ 



Song of Myself 
 Song of Myself by Walt Whitman is one of the must read Walt 

Whitman poems. There were a few editions of Song of Myself, as 

Whitman revised this poem throughout his lifetime. This edition of 

Song of Myself is from Whitman’s deathbed edition of Leaves of Grass. 
  

 
 

 

 

PAGES 120 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 330g 

PUB YEAR 2013 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 150x215mm 

 

 

 

8,00€ 



Fire 

 The Prequel to the Exceptional takes place across the mountains to 

the east, the seven royal kingdoms, in a rocky, war-destroyed country 

called the Dells.  There beautiful creatures called monsters live...  

 

 
 

 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 152x216mm 

PAGES 413 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 660g 

PUB YEAR 2010 

 

 

  

13,99 

€ 



I Want to Be Calm 
 Following I Want to Be Calm’s advice can help you escape the stress 

of day-to-day life and help keep you from feeling overwhelmed or 

anxious. 

A perfect book for anyone who wants to de-stress, refocus and 

achiever more with less effort. 

 

 

 

PAGES 144 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 300g 

PUB YEAR 2017 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 120x155mm 

 

 
 

8,90 € 



 

The Reason to Break My Silence 
 The Reason to Break My silence  -  after more than sixteen years spent 

behind the bars I talk about all the crimes we have committed in the 

time that is, thank god, over and never to return.  The aim of this book 

is not de-polluting the responsibility for the committed evil... 

 
 

 

PAGES 256 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 390g 

PUB YEAR 2015 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 130x200mm 

 

  

12,90€ 



Each Year Has Its Own Story 

 In my diary you will find the motivation, space to write the 

dreams, goals, memories, experiences, unexpected surprises, 

but also few of my experiences and love of life. Exactly this 

has been my wish... 

  
 

 

PAGES 180 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 360g 

PUB YEAR 2017 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 130x205mm 

 

 

 

 

14,90 

€ 



I'm an Idealist 

 I'm an Idealist is a book full of quotes that are not always seeking for 

a solution, not always motivate. Sometimes we simply just perfectly 

render life and people a message that contain...Sometimes just name 

what we had previously, although felt, but did not know to put into 

words... 

 
 

 

PAGES 64 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 150g 

PUB YEAR 2017 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 100x150mm 

 

 

 

6,50

€ 



Fragments of the Woman 

 Book of the strong female stories and inspiration! Sometimes 

we  laugh, sometimes we  cry. Sometimes we  look for 

something, but we are not lost. We are completely ordinary 

women, we are like you. Women that will always love and 

hate,  grieve and enjoy life. Live, not just survive...  

  
 

 

 

PAGES 128 

SHIPPING WEIGHT 210g 

PUB YEAR 2017 

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS 134x194mm 

 

 

9,99€ 


